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Our concern here is with the problem of testing a pseudodifferential 
complex for subellipticity. The subelliptic estimates hat will occur all 
involve a loss of t derivative, and thus the complexes we consider a e 
within the scope of work of Hiirmander [7, 81, which gives necessary nd
sufficient co ditions forthis type of subellipticity. Hormander’s work treats 
the problem infull generality. We restrict our attention t  a specific type of 
complex and obtain results which are more explicit. 
The complexes weconsider a e constructed from q commuting deter- 
mined operators 9, ,..., Pq.The first operator in the complex is given by 
the second is given by 
(0 I,-.., Vq)H ($0, -qvi),<,, 
etc. Further, we assume that each q has the form 
9$= -J-qapxj+ &jXjld/i3tl) z+ Jqx, t, -J-1 a/at), 
where (x, t)= (xl ,..., xq t,,..., t, _ y) is the base coordinate, sj = k1, Z is the 
Lx L identity matrix, and A$ is an L x L matrix of pseudodifferential 
operators whose principal symbol IVi(x, t, t) is nilpotent. 
Work of Guillemin [4], Rockland [9], Boutet de Monvel [2], and 
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Sweeney [12] shows that at a generic cotangent vector the problem of 
testing a formally exact differential comp ex for subellipticity reduces tothe 
problem of testing complexes ofthe type just described at acharacteristic 
vector (x, 5, t, r) = (0, 0, 0, q,). In what follows e shall assume, in 
addition, that each cl= 1 and that he symbols N,(x, t  T) define a complex 
of operators with constant rank near (x, 5, t, 2) = (0, 0, 0, 70). 
Our results are given in section 3; the proofs are given in Sections 5 and 
6. Section 4 is devoted toa simple example. 
For the type of complex 
0 o-/h\ --s/j’-% . . . 9 ,l\Y-,(-J 
we consider, we give (Proposition 4) necessary ndsufftcient conditions for
subellipticity at A’. This result extends togive similar conditions forub- 
ellipticity at each Ai for 1B j 6 j,. At an isolated position Ai in the com- 
plex (j > 1) we give necessary ndsufficient co ditions forsubellipticity 
coupled with an ellipticity condition. 
1. THE COMPLEX TO BE TESTED 
Denote the coordinate on R” by (x, ..., xy tl ,..., t, _ o). Let 
dj = -Jx (a/ax, + xi la/at1 ), l<j<q, 
where la/at1 = ((a/at,)‘+ ...(c?/&,_,)‘)“~. Let 
(1.1) 
q= SjI+ 4(x, t, -J- 1 a/at), 
where Iis the L x L identity matrix and 4(x, t, -fi a/at) is an L x L 
matrix of first-order classical pseudo-differential operators. We assume that 
the .9$s commute and that he principal symbol of each 4 is a nilpotent 
matrix. 
Let T= lRy and let {X, ..., X,)be the basis for T* which is dual to the 
usual basis for [WY. Let W= CL and write /j\‘=A’T* 0 W. Define the 
pseudodifferential operator 
9: C”(R”, A’)+ C”(R”, A’+‘) 
by 9~ = C$= 1 X, A Ykku. Because the Yk’s commute, we obtain a complex 
P( R”, /jO) -5 cm(Rn,A’) 52 , . . . 9 , CJI( R”, A”) - 0. 
(1.2) 
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2. Two SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 
Let Nk(x, t, z) denote the principal symbol of A$. Let rOe RYy have 
unit length, and let A$ = N,(O, 0, zO). Let IV”: A’--) l\j+’ be the linear map- 
ping defined by
4 
Pu= c X,A~U. 
k=l 
For any vector space Vlet fik( V)denote the V-valued polynomials on T
which are homogeneous ofdegree k. Thus, with the usual multi-index 
notation, a yUE fik( V)can be written asu =C,,, =k uaXoL, where u, E V. 
We let #Z(V) = 0 bk( V) denote space of all V-valued polynomials on T. 
To any u = C u,X” in fi( V) we can associate  function f on R4 by 
f(x) = c %UX), (2.0) 
where the ha’s are the Hermite functions i  q variables. Via this correspon- 
dence the differential operator - fl (a/ax, + x,), which is the t-Fourier 
transform at z,, of the operator (l.l), goes over the operator 
defined by




Here lj denotes the multi-index with 1in the jth place and 0 elsewhere. For 
economy of notation wehave chosen to denote the operator (2.1) by6, 
although ajwould be more consistent. We write 6 for the operator 
‘: fik+l(Aj) + bk(,,‘+‘), 
4 
6u= c x, A 6,u. 
/=I 
Consider now the double complex ‘E= (‘Ek,‘), where 
I@ = Pk(/y) (k>O, Iak) 
and the differential is 6 + No. This complex can be displayed as follows. 
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t 
0 
(Note that all rows except the bottom one are exact.) Using the filtration 
defined by
Fk(IE)= @{‘Ek’,‘jk’<k, l> ’} 
= 0 { k’th column from right 1 k’ d k}, 
we obtain a spectral sequence (‘Ef-‘). One can show that his pectral 
sequence onverges; that is, for fixed k, I 
I@/= 0 if l>kork>O 
CL if k=l=O 
for sufficiently large. 
Under additional hypotheses (see Proposition 2) the complex (1.2) is 
subelliptic in position A’ (j> 1) at the cotangent vector (x, t, i;, z) = 
(0, 0, 0, I,) if and only if 
IEk,i+k=O 
2 (k>O). 
If H” denotes the cohomology ofAm-’ +No A” +No A”‘+ ‘, then this is 
the same as requiring that 
(2.2) 
be exact for k> 0. One can find an integer p, depending only on q and L = 
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dim A’, such that if (2.2) isexact for 06 k < p, then it is exact for all k. In 
fact, 6 is formally equivalent to a homogeneous first-order differential 
operator mapping H”-valued functions to Hm+ ‘-valued functions, and
results from Spencer’s formal theory of differential operators apply. For 
details see [l, pp. 241-2451, or [2, pp. 191-1951. 
We introduce a second spectral sequence based on the symbol sequence 
of (1.2). For any integer k let a&j’) denote the germs at the origin ofAi- 
valued functions on T which are homogeneous ofdegree k. For [ = 
(,A-, + ... +[,X,ECQ T* define 
iA:ak(A’bak+l(A’+‘) 
by [ A u = C7=o [J, A X,u, where X,u is the product of A’, and u as 
functions  T. For each <E @ 0 T* we obtain a double complex “E= 
( **Ek-‘), where ‘I@, =ak(A k+‘) and [A * + p is the differential. Th s com- 
plex can be displayed as follows. 
1‘ T t t 
O- akL2(A")- ak4(/i')- ak(/i')- ak+l(A')- 
t t t t 
0 - ~k4(/i")- ~k(/+--+ ~k+l(/i')- 
t t t 
0 - ak(A')- ak+l(/i')- 
t t 
0 - ak+ It/i") - 
t 
0 
With the filtration 
Fk(“E) = 0 {a&j’) 1k' B k, j arbitrary} 
we obtain a spectral sequence (riEF’). Onecan show that his converges 
to 0. 
We shall beinterested in the case where “E, = 0 in exterior degree j.This 
is equivalent to the exactness of 
ak- ,(Hj-‘) cA. l ak(H’) 5A- ) ak+ ,(fij+ ‘) (2.3) 
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for every k. Note that if (2.3) isexact for any one k, it is exact for every k. 
In fact, (2.3) isexact if and only if 
Hi- 1 iA. , Hi iA. , Hi+ 1 (2.4) 
is exact. 
3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
We write N(x, t, r) for the principal symbol of the operator u =
Cl= I X, A Jlrku. We assume in this section that N(x, t, z) has constant rank 
for (x, t, r) near (0, 0, rO). 
PROPOSITION 1. The following areequivalent: 
(a) For every nonzero [ EC @ T* we have “Ez = 0 in exterior degree J'.
(b) Zfa(x, t5, z) denotes the principal symbol ofthe operator 9 in the 
complex (2.1), then there exists a constant C and a (bounded) neighborhood 
U of (0, 0, 0, zO) ET*(W) such that 
(bl’+ 1512)14z~ C(ldx, t, 5,T) u12 + 14x, t, 5, T)*ul*) 
for all uEA’ and all (x,t,[,t)E Ii. 
(c ) There xist ingular symbols 
q(x, t, I& z): A’ ---f A’- ‘; q(x, t, t, T): A” 1 + A’, 
homogeneous of order - 1 in (<, T) but having poles qf order < 1 along 
x = g = 0, such that 
4x3 t, 5, 7) q(x, t, t, 7) +4(x, t, t, T) 4-G t, t, t) -1 
vanishes on A’ in a conic neighborhood of (0, 0, 0, TV) in T*(W). 
Remarks. Condition (a) states that fi(Hj- ‘)+6 fi(Hj) -+6 fi(Hj+‘) is
elliptic in the sense of the calculus based on the metric ([xl’+ /t/z)‘/2. See 
Cl]. Condition (b) was used by Hormander in [7]. It states that 
(0, 0, 0, tO) is a simple characteristic of (1.2) at/jj in the sense that he 
eigenvalues of the symbol of 99* + 9*9 at A’ must vanish to exactly 
second order if they vanish at all. 
PROPOSITION 2. The following areequivalent: 
(A) Condition (a) of Proposition 1 holds and ‘E, =0 in exterior 
degree j.
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(B) The complex (1.2) issubelliptic in position AJ at (0, 0, 0, tO) and 
condition (a) of Proposition 1 holds. 
(C) There xist a conic neighborhood r of (0, 0, 0, T,,) in T*(W) and 
operators Q: Cm(W, A’) + (OF’, A’-‘); C”(W, A’+‘) + C”(lW”, A’) such 
that 
is regularizing over r at position j.Moreover each Q belongs to the class 
ops- lV-l([W”, {x = < = 0)) of Boutet de Monvel and Treves. (See [3].) 
Remarks. The equivalence of (A) and (B) follows directly from work of 
Hormander. In[7] subellipticity is reduced, in the presence ofcondition 
(b) of Proposition 1, toan L2 estimated like 
Ilull 6 C{IIW + 116*ull 1, u E c;( R’, H’). 
In [8] this is shown to be equivalent to the injectivity of 
Y( W, H’) -+ Y( W, Hj- ’ 0 H,‘) 
u- (6*u, 624). 
The latter is equivalent to the xactness of (2.2) for each k. The equivalence 
of (A) and (C) is established by results and arguments ofBoutet de Mon- 
vel [a]. See also [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3. If ‘E2 is 0 in exterior degree 1near (0, 0, 0, z,), then so 
is “E,. 
COROLLARY. The complex (1.2) issubelliptic in the position A’ near 
(0, 0, 0, TV) if and only if ‘Ez = 0 in exterior degree 1. 
Remarks. The corollary follows from Propositions 2 and 3 and the 
main theorem of [ 131, which shows that *E, = 0 where (1.2) issubelliptic. 
Proposition 3 was established by the first author in [6]. The proof to be 
given here is different. It is also true that if ‘E2 = 0 in exterior degree j for 
1 < j < j,, then condition (a)of Proposition 1 holds in exterior degree j for 
1 < j 6 j,. In fact, because 6 behaves formally like a homogeneous differen- 
tial operator forder 1, this follows from a theorem of Quillen. It is 
known, namely, that if A, +B A 1 -+ s A 2 + D A3 is a formally exact 
sequence offirst-order operators, then the characteristic variety at A, con- 
tains the characteristic variety at AZ. Thus ‘E, = 0 on A’ for 1< j Q j, (i.e., 
formal exactness for1 < j < j,) and “E, = 0 on A\’ (i.e., llipticity at A’)
imply *‘E2 =0 on A’ for 1< j< j, (ellipticity at A\’ for 1<j< j,). (See [Ill, 
p. 249 ff] for more details.) A  a consequence of this we have that (1.2) is
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subelliptic a  the positions A/ 1 < j < j,, at (0, 0, 0, zO) if and only if 
‘EZ = 0 in exterior degree j for 1 6 j < j,. Finally, we note that ‘E, = 0 is 
equivalent to a finite number of algebraic conditions; thisfollows from the 
remarks near (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let~=OanddefineK’={uE~“=CLI~uEK’P1for 
k= l,..., q}. Then the complex (1.2) is subelliptic in position A’ at 
(0, 0, 0, zo) if and only if the sequences 
(@L/K’+l)@AoT*s (C”/K’)@A’T*s (CL/K’-‘)@/j*T*, 
(CL/K’+‘)@ln\‘T*x (CL/K’)@/j2T*% (@L/K’-1)@/j3T* 
are exact for each 13 1. 
Remark. The proposition ge eralizes to give necessary andsufhcient 
conditions forubellipticity at A’ for 1<j< j,. 
4. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Suppose that yx =0 for each pair j, k. Then according to
Proposition 4 subelhpticity at A’ at (0, 0, 0, zo) is equivalent to the injec- 
tivity of
CL/K’@ T* ?“, CL@Ih\*T*, 
CL/K’@/\*T*, CL@/j3T*, 
where K’ = fi ker x. We may assume NY is in Jordan form. Let us take 
0 1 0 0 
No= 
1 [ O 0 0 O 1 0001’ 0 0
Then each of the remaining Nok’s has the form 
0 0 0 0 
Let A, be the 2 x 2 identity matrix and let 
A,= a: a: [ 1 a: 4
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for k> 1. After a short computation, one finds that he complex (2.1) is
subelliptic a  (0, 0, 0, zO) at the position A’ if and only if the system of 
equations 
CA,, Aj] elf+ CA,, Akl ei+ CAk, Ai] e~=o (l<i<j<k<q) 
has no nontrivial solution (e,,..., e,)E(C’)“. Here [A,, Aj] =A,A,- AjA,. 
5. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1AND 2 
We continue toassume in this ection that N(x, t, r) has constant rank 
for (x, t, z) near (0, 0, rO). 
Proof that (a) implies (c): For fixed (t, z) let N,(x, t, r) denote the terms 
in the Taylor expansion fN(x, t, r) at x = 0 which are homogeneous of
degree 1 in x. Let p(x, t, 5,~): A’ + A’+ ’ denote the map 
z4HCXk A (~~-plXk171)U+N*(x, t,z)u. 
Then condition (a) implies that for (x, c) # (0,O) and for (t, t) near (0, z,,) 
the sequence 
induces an exact sequence of the homology groups ker N(0, t, r)/ 
im N(0, t, z). (Because N has constant rank, N, induces the 0 map in 
homology. See [13, p. 1091.) Thus there xists maps qo(x, t, t, z): 
A’ + /\I+ ’such that 
A = P(X, t, t, 7) qok t, 5>7) +qo(x, t, 5,~) ~4x9 t, t, 7) 
induces the identity map on ker N(0, t, r)/im N(0, t, 7). We may assume 
that q. is homogeneous ofdegree - 1 in (x, 4) and also homogeneous of
degree -1 in (&7). We may also assume q,,(x, tt, 7) N(x, t, t, 7) =0 = 
wx, t, 5, 7) 40(x, r, 5, 7). 
We now consider 
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Since I- A maps ker N(0, t, r) into im N(0, t, r) we may find ql(x, t, 5, s) 
with 
I- A = NO, t, T) 9,(x, 1, 5, T) on ker p(O, t, T). 
But then 
We may take q, to be homogeneous ofdegree 0 in (x, 5) and of degree - 1 
in (5, 5). Now ~(x, t, i”, T)= p(x, t, {, z)+N(O, t, r)+N,(x, t,z), where N, 
vanishes to order 2along x= 0. With q = q. + q1 we now obtain 
qo+oq=Z+ R, (5.1) 
where R= q1 p + pq, +qN2 + N,q vanishes tofirst order along x= 5 = 0. 
For (x, t, c, r) near (0, 0, 0, 2”) the mapping Z+ R is invertible, and 
Z=(Z+R)-‘qa+(Z+R)-‘oq, 
Z= qa(Z+ R)-’ +aq(Z+ R) ‘. 
It is clear f om (5.1) that Z+ R, and hence (I+ R)-‘, map ker 0into itself. 
It follows that o(Z+ R)-‘(I+ R)-‘o=O, and hence Z= (I+ R)-‘qa+ 
[qo(Z+R)-‘+aq(Z+R)-‘](Z+R)-‘oq = [(Z+R)-‘q] o+a[q(Z+R) ’ 
(I+ R)-‘aq]. Using the fact that Nq,,=O, one verities that (I+ R)-‘q and 
q(Z+ R)-‘oq are singular symbols ofthe required kind, and thus condition 
(c) holds. 
Proof that (c) implies (a). Assume (c) holds and write q = q,, + q1 -t q2, 
where qi is homogeneous ofdegree i- 1 in (x, 0 for i= 0, 1 and q2 
vanishes when x = @ = 0. From crq +qa = Z we obtain 
Nq,+q,N=O, 
Nq,+q,N+pqo+qop=Z. 
Thus q. induces the required homotopy for the vanishing of “E,. 
Proof that (c) Implies (b). Assume (c) and let 17, denote the orthogonal 
projection of A’ on the range of (T(x, tc, r)*. Since ZZ,u =
ZZ,(aqu+qau)=ZZ,qau, we have )ZZ,ul d Iqau( <C(lxl + ~~~)~‘~aul for
(x, t, l, z) in some neighborhood Ii of (0, 0, 0, TV). Similarly for the 
orthogonal projection 17,of A’ onto the range of a(x, t, 5, r) we have 
In,4 dC(lxl+ ltl)~‘la*ul for ix, t, L Z)E U. Thus Iul(lxl + 151)~ 
C( Icu( + la*ul) for (x, t, 5, t) E U and (b) holds. 
Proof that (b) Implies (c). If (b) holds, then the eigenvalues of 
co* + O*D vanish to order 2when x = < = 0 if they vanish at all. We claim 
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that q= a*(aa* + a*a) -’ has the required singularity along x= [ = 0. To 
see this let A(x) be a matrix valued function of XE R” which is nonsingular 
except at x = 0, and assume that he eigenvalues of AA* vanish to order 2 
at x = 0 if they vanish at all. Let A,(x) B n,(x) > .. > n,(x) be the eigen- 
values ofAA *, and let e,(x) ,..., eL(x) be a basis of eigenvectors. N te that 
A(x) =(l/m) A*(x) e,(x), i=l,..., L, form an orthonormal set for 
x#O and that A*(AA*))’ is given by 
Taking A= D + (r*, we verify that q= o*(aa* +cr*a))’ has the correct 
singularity. 
Proof that (A) ImpEies (C). The amplitude for 9 can be written asa 
sum 
where p is homogeneous ofdegree 1 in (x, 5) and homogeneous ofdegree 1 
in (5, r) and the principal symbol of Nz vanishes to the second order along 
x = t = 0. Since “E, = 0, we know that for each (t, r) near (0, tO) and each 
(x, 5) # (0,O) the mapping p(x, {, t, r) induces a equence inthe homology 
ker N(0, t, r)/im N(0, t, r) which is exact in the jth position. Foreach (t, r) 
P(X, -J-r ala x, t, r) defines, by means of the correspondance (2.0) 
mappings of the polynomial functions  T. The condition that iEZ =0 
states that hese mappings induce a sequence ofthe groups p(ker N(0, t, z)/ 
im N(0, t, 7)) which is exact in the jth posotion. 
Since N(0, t, r) has constant rank near (0, rO) we can change the coor- 
dinates inAk by means of a O-order pseudodifferential operator inthe 
variable t such that N(0, t, r) is a constant matrix multiplied by jr). Ifwe 
use amicrolocal inverse for la/&l to change coordinates in A’- ’ and Aj+ ‘, 
we obtain a sequence ofO-order pseudodifferential operators 
A’-1 .d l /j/+1, d ) A’ 
The amplitude of d can be written as
where ahomogeneous ofdegree 1 in (x, 5) and homogeneous ofdegree 0 in 
(5, T), N is a constant matrix, and the principal symbol of J& vanishes to 
second order along x=0. If H’ denotes {~E~‘IN~=O}/{N~I~E~\‘-‘), 
then there is induced a sequence 
HJ-’ ‘3.x. 5, I, T) * H’ ax. e, I, 7) , Hi+’ (5.2) 
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which is exact for (x, 5) # (0,O). For each (I, T) near (0, zO) the operators 
cl(x, -&? a/at, t, r), acting on C”(LV, H’), yield by means of the 
correspondance (2.0) anexact sequence 
fi(H’- 1)-9 +i(H’) + fi(H’+ 1). (5.3) 
We consider now the operator A? = Zi* + ii*Z C”(R”, 17’) -+ 
P(R”, Hj), where ii stands for the operator c?(x, -Jiajax, t, 
-fiiY/dt) and 6* is its adjoint. The symbol L(x, 5, t, z) of 9 is 
homogenous ofdegree 2 in (x, 0, and because ofthe xactness of (5.2) the 
matrix L(x, 5, t, z) is nonsingular when (x, 5) # (0,O). From the exactness 
of (5.3) weinfer that L(x, -&? a/ax, t, z) defines, viathe correspon- 
dance (2.0), an isomorphism of fi( II’). Moreover, because ofthe llipticity 
in (x, <), L(x, -fi a/ax, t, z) actually defines an isomorphism of the 
space d(Hj) of rapidly decreasing sequences on ZY, with values inH’. Work 
of Boutet de Monvel [2] and Guillemin [S] will now provide uswith a
microlocal inverse for 9 near (0, 0, 0, rO). We summarize this work as 
follows. Because of the ellipticity of Y in (x, l), one can construct an 
operator 9 EOp So*-*(I??“, {x = 5 =0}) such that W = I- 99 belongs toa 
certain class Op X0. This means that 9! has an expansion W = 
CqB HS%,H,, where a, /I are q-dimensional multi-indices, H, and H,* are 
defined bymeans of the Hermite functions, a d {L?$~~) is a rapidly decreas- 
ing sequence with values inthe O-order pseudodifferential operators in t. 
One looks for asimilar sequence {4&D >which makes A?? + z:a,B H,* 4?& H, a 
right inverse for 9 at (0, 0, 0, TV). To solve for {eED} one uses the fact that 
via the correspondance (2.0) the operator L(x, -0 d/ax, t, T) defines 
an isomorphism of the rapidly decreasing sequences d(Hj). Since 9 is self 
adjoint, anymicrolocal right inverse istwo-sided. 
With an inverse for 9 near (0, 0, 0, zo) one can construct a homotopy 
operator for 2(x, -fi a/ax, t, - fi a/i%). In fact, we obtain 
operators qo: Coc(rwn,~‘)~Cm(lWn,Ai~‘) and qo: P(W,~j+‘)-+ 
P(IY, A’) with amplitudes in the class ,S”*P’(R”, {x= < =0}) such 
that a(x, -&i a/ax, t,-J-rajat) qo+qoff(x, -,/-r a/ax, t, 
-fl a/&) - I induces a map in the cohomology P( IR”, Hj) which is 
smoothing ear (0, 0, 0, zo). We thus obtain operators q1 of order zero such 
that 
aqo+qoa+w, +q,N-z 
near (0, 0, 0, ro). We may assume that q. maps into Cm([wn, ker N) and 
that q. vanishes on P( KY’, imN). With Q = q. + q, we have 
dQ+dQ-Z+R, (5.3) 
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where R=aq,+q,a+QA$+&Q is in OpS”~‘(W’, {x=(=0}). Since 
I+ R is elliptic when x = 5 = 0, we have 
I-(I+ R)-‘dQ+ (I+ R)-‘Qd, 
Z-dQ(Z+ R)-’ + Qd(Z+ R)-‘, 
near (0, 0, 0, zo). Since we are working inan arbitrarily small neighborhood 
of (0, 0, 0, ro), we may assume that R is a bounded operator on L,(Iw”, A’)
with norm < 1. From (5.3) and the expansion (I+ R)-’ =I- R + R’... we 
see that R, and hence (I+ R)- ‘, map ker d into itself. Thus 
Q&‘(Z+ R)-2~Q N 0, and repeating a computation made above (see (5.1) 
ff.), we obtain 
[(I+ R)-‘Q] d+d[Q(Z+ R)p2dQ]mZ 
near (0, 0, 0, zo). Since Nq, = 0, the operators (I+ R) ~ ’ and 
Q(Z+ R)-2dQ belong to Op S’x-‘([w”, {x = 5= O}). By inverting thecoor- 
dinate changes made at the beginning of the proof we obtain (C). 
Proofthat (C) Implies (A). The theorem in[12] shows that (C) implies 
the subellipticity of (1.2), and by Proposition 3.1 in [ 131 we have that 
‘E2 =O. Sine e c and hence (a) follow from (C), the proof is complete. As ( ) 
we remarked inSection 3,the equivalence of (A) and (B) follows from 
work of Hijrmander [7, 81. 
6. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 3 AND 4 
In this ection wewrite E:’ for the special sequence ‘EF,’ introduced in 
Section 2.We also write N in place of p = (0, 0, ro). We will use the 
following condition. 
For each k> 1 if u. E fik(/ji) and 6u, Eim N, then there exists 
u,~~~~i(jj~) with Nu, +6u,=O and 6u, Eim N. (6.1,) 
LEMMA 1. The following are equivalent. 
(1) Condition (6.1,) holds. 
(2) For each k 2 1 if u. E +zk(l\j), Nu, = 0, and 6u, E im N, then there 
exist uj E Pk _ j(/ji) such that Nu, + 6ujp, = 0 for j = l,..., k  
Proof It suffices to how that (2) implies (1). Assume (2) and let 
u. E ;IL),J/J’) satisfy 6u,E im N. Let e. = CL, and for m > 0 let %,,, be the 
subspace spanned by all vectors ofthe form N,v, where 1d 1 <q and v E 
%,,- i. Since 6Nuo =0, there xists up, E &+ i(A’) with 6u_, +Nu, = 0. 
Moreover, we can take uml = -6*(66* +6*6) ‘Nu, and direct om- 
putation shows that u_, E @,,, whenever u.E 0&m +, . Repeating the argument 
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several times we obtain u, E fik _j(A’) n fik +(%- j @ AiT*) such that 
6uj-,+Nu,=O forj=O, -1, -2 ,.... Since the N,‘s are nilpotent, we have 
&L = 0. Let J be the smallest integer such that u,#O. Since NuJ= 0, we 
may use (2) to obtain vi Epk- j(Ai), j = J ,..., 0 ,..., k, such that vJ = uJ and 
6vj+ 1+ NV, =0 for all j. Note now that u0 - u0 E +kk(Aj) and 6(u0 -v,,) = 
6~4, + NV, E im N. By induction on Jwe infer that here exists u’EfikP ,(A’) 
with NW +S(u,-v,) =0 and 6w~im No. The condition (6.1,) now holds 
with u1 =w+v,. 
LEMMA 2. For i > 0 the following areequivalent. 
(1) Condition (6.1 i)holds. 
(2) For each k2 1 ifuO Eb&j’) and 6u, Eim N, then there exists u,E
fikp l(Ai) with Nu, + 6u, =0 and 6u, =0. 
Proof: It s&ices to show that (1) implies (2). Assume (1) and let u0 E 
&(Ai) have 6u0 Eim N. Then by Lemma 1 we have U,~E & j(A’) with 
dUj+NUj+, = 0 for j= 0, l,..., k - 1. Let J = k if uk # 0; otherwise, let Jbe 
the smallest integer such that u, =0 for all j> J. If J= 1, condition (2) 
holds. Assume therefore, that J> 1. Since 6u, =0, we have uJ = 6w for 
;:y-wl~ ‘;~e~+~~~~~: Ifwe set vJ = 0, vJP, =uJ- I - NW, and vj= u, for 
=0 for all j>O and vi=0 for j>J-1. By 
downward induct/on on’;‘we infer that (2) holds. 
LEMMA 3. E, = 0 in exterior degree i if and only if (6.1 i)and (6.1 i ~, ) 
hold. 
Proof Let Zl;,kti consist ofall USE bk(Ai) such that Nu,= 0 and 
6u,+ Nu, =0 for some 24, E+~-~(A~). Let .Zkk+j consist ofall u,EZ$~+~ 
such that here exist u, E fik ~j(/Ji) with 6~4, + Nu,+ , = 0 for j= 0 ,..., k - 1. 
Let BFkfi COnSiSt Of all ~oE#k(l\~) such that here exist wOEfik+ ,(A’-‘) 
and w, E#+(A\i-‘) with Nw,=O and 6w,+Nw,=v,. Then Bk$k+ic 
Zkk+iCZ$k+r, and E$k + i = 0 if and only if BFk + ’ = Zl;,k + ;. By Lemma 1 
the condition (6.1 i)is equivalent to Z2k + i = Z’;,” + ’ for all k. We shall show 
that BFk+‘= Z2kfi f and only if (6.1, _ ) holds. 
Assume gf.k + I = zk$k + i for all kand let u0 E#~(A’-‘) satisfy 6~ = NW 
for some w E bkP ,(Ai- ‘). Then u = 6w E fik _2(Ai) satisfies 6u = 0and NV = 
N6w= -6Nw= -6&,=O. Thus VEZ::~.~+~~~=B~~~,~+~-~, and hence 
there exist w,E#~~~(/\~-‘) and w~E#~~,(A~~‘) with u=Nw,+Sw, and 
NW, =O. If u, = w2 - ~1, then Nu, +&,= -Nw+&,=O and 6u, =
~w,--~w=~~v~-v= -Nw,~im N. Thus (6.1,-,) holds. 
Now assume (6.1 i -~ ,) and let u0 E Z2k + j. Then Nu, = 0 and there exist 
uje bk- j(Ai) with 6ui +Nu,, = 0 for i= O,..., k - 1. As in the proof of 
Lemma 2 we let J= k if uk # 0, and if uk = 0, we let J be the smallest 
positive nteger with uj =0 for j> J. The argument used to prove Lemma 2 
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shows that we may assume J= 1. Then 6u, =O, and we have u, = 6w for 
some w E b&j- ‘). Then u0 = u,, - NW satisfies au,=6u, +N6w = 
6u, +Nu, = 0, and since u,, - u0 = Nw E BFk + i, it suffices to show that u0 E 
Btk+ i. 
since 60, =0, we have u,, = 6~ for some z E #&+ 1(jj- ‘). Now 6Nz = 
-NcSz= -NV ,, =0 so that Nz = 6z,. We now apply (6.1iPI) to z0 to obtain 
z, with 6z0+Nz,=0 and 6z,~im N. If 6z,= -NW, and w~=z+z~, then 
Nw,=Nz+Nz,=Nz-6z,,=O and 6w0+Nw,=6w,-&,=6(w,-z,)= 
dz=uo. Thus Q,EB:,~+~, andthe proof is complete. 
Let (im N)’ denote the image of N: A’-’ + A’. 
LEMMA 4. For i> 0 the condition (6.1,) is equivalent to the xactness of 
fik+,(imN)‘~#2k(imiV)‘+‘--5 #2ikP,(imN)‘+2, (6.2,) 
for all k= 1, 2,.... 
Proof The lemma follows from Lemma 2. 
Let (ker N)’ denote the kernel ofN: A’ -+ /\I+ ‘. 
LEMMA 5. For i > 0 the condition (6.1;) is equivalent to the xactness of 
fik+,(kerN)‘& jk(kerN)‘+” b,+,(kerN)‘+* 
for all k= 0, 1, 2,.... 
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 4 and the following: 
0 0 
t f 







. . - hk(/lL) -% +‘k--l(/,\i+‘) -% +k-&,\i+2) 
t 




2 fik-,(ker #+’ -% fiikP,(kerN)‘+2 
T t 
0 0 0 
Note that he columns and middle row are exact. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We shall show that if condition (6.1), holds, 
then the map 
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uH(Z1X1+ . . . + z,X,) A v 
is injective forevery nonzero (zi,..., zg) EC4. In fact, suppose UE A’, 
Nu=O, and (z,X,+ ... +zyX,) AuEimN. Then uo=[&,=~+, 
i4~Y~‘l&!l u~jli~+,(l\~) has duo = -CC,,, =LWfiYlr”I&!I 
(z, Xl + ... +zqXy) Au in im h@. By (6.1), there exist u/.E+G~+ ,-j(Ao) with 
dUj+NU,+, = 0 for all j. Now uL+ 1 E fio(Ao) = CL, and a short com- 
putation shows that u. = C,,, = L + , uocrX’/&!, where 
NY” ... Qu~,~ 
Since the Nis are commuting nilpotent ma rices on L-dimensional sp ce, 
we must have u,=O. Thus either (zi,..., zy) =0 or u =O. This hows that 
“E, = 0 in exterior degree 0. Since ‘E, = 0 in exterior degree 1,it follows 
from atheorem of D. Quillen that “E, = 0 also in exterior degree 1. See the 
remarks following thestatement of Proposition 3 in Section 3 for details. 
Proof of Proposition 4 We shall show that (6.1,) and (6.1,) hold if and 
only if the sequences 
p/p+2 -5 (CL/K’+‘)0 T* 2 (CL/K’)Q/j2T*, (6.3,) 
(CL/K’+2)Q T* --!% (CL/K’+1)@/j2T* N, (CL/K’)@/j3T*, (6.4,) 
are exact for e= 0, 1, 2,.... Since the Nis are nilpotent, F = CL for large e. 
Let J denote the smallest in eger with Kf + ’ = CL. 
Assume that (6.3,) isexact for e2 0, and let USE fiJlh\O) be such that 
6~ E im N. By chasing the diagram 
I t t 





*.. + ,~;L,(@~/K~) 
T 
I 







-f+ fiZ,(im N)’ -+ 0 
t 
0 0 (6.5) 
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we obtain uj Ejik ~j(@L/Ki) with 
Su,+ Nq,, =0 
forj~1.Sinceu,+,E~ik-J-,(~L/KJ+1)=O,wehaveu,+,=Oandu,#O 
for some 0 < M < J. Then u,,, E bk ~ M(@L/KM), and 6u, = -Nu,,, + = 0. 
This can happen only if k= M. Thus if wM E CL is any representative of 
u,,,, E CL/KM, we have 6w, = 0. A diagram chase yields wiE hikP j(@“) with 
Sw,+Nwi+,=O 
for 0< j 6 M - 1. Reduction f(6.6) module Kj yields 
(6.6) 
~Cw,l+NCwj+,l=O, (6.7) 
where [w,] E#Q-~(@~/K~) and [w,+,]EP~-~~,(@~/K~+‘) are the 
corresponding equivalence classes. Equations (6.4) and (6.7) yield 
d(uj- Ew,l)+N(uj+, - [wi+ 1]) =O. From the injectivity of 6 on 
#zk(CL/Ki) we infer that w, E ui whenever wj+ , E u,+ I. Since w,,,, E u , we 
conclude that w0 = ZQ,. Thus (6.1 0)holds. 
Assume now that (6.4), isexact for all e30. Note that he columns of 
(6.5), except possibly for the one on the right edge, are exact in positive 
exterior degree. A diagram chase shows that he right column is also exact 
in exterior degree 2.By Lemma 4 the condition (6.1, ) holds. 
Now assume that (6.1,) and (6.1, ) hold. Because ofLemma 3 we know 
that 
b,(ker N)‘--% (ker N)‘/im N)’ 
is surjective. Thisshows that if UE CL@ T* satisfies Nu = 0, then u = 
60 + NW for some u E (ker N)’ = K. Since Su E KQ T*, we infer that (6.3), is
exact. Now from Lemma 5 we see that 
#.,(ker N)’-& (ker N)2 
is surjective. Thus (ker N)* c G((ker N)‘) c6((im N)’ + KQ T*) c 
(im N)* + K@ A*T*, and (6.4), isexact. 
To complete he proof we let fl: (CL/K) 0 l\jT* -P (CL/K) 0 A’+ ’ T* 
denote the map induced by N. Since (6.3,) and (6.4,) for fl amount o 
(6.3,+,) and (6.4,+,) for N, it is enough to show that (6.1,) and (6.1,) 
hold for fi when they hold for N. 
Assume (6.1,) holds for N and let uo~p,(CL/K) have Gu,~im I? Then 
Nu, is a well-defined el ment ofbzk(CL @ T*) and 6Nu0 =N6uo = 0. Thus 
Nu,=SZI~ for u~E+Q+~ (C”). From (6.1,) we obtain v,E/z,+~+~(@~)E 
fik(CL) with &I,= Nuj+, for j= 0, l,.... Since NV, = &I, =Nu,, we have u0 = 
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u1 + K. Since 6u, =6(u, +K) = NV, + K= R(02 +K) and 6(u, +K) = 
&I, +K = fl( q + K), we see that (6.1 O)holds for fl. 
Assume now that (6.3,) and (6.4,) hold, and consider the following: 
$ c + 
0 0 0 
By assumption the two columns in the middle are exact, and the middle 
row is exact. Diagram chasing and Lemma 4 now show that (6.1 1)holds 
for fl if it holds for N. 
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